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Purpose of Report 

The report outlines a new harder hitting no dog fouling campaign entitled Enough’s 
Enough. This campaign is in response to feedback from residents of North Lanarkshire and 
community groups who have indicated that they wish a harder stance to be taken in 
promoting the No Dog Fouling message in North Lanarkshire. The new campaign will run 
for the next two years encouraging dog owners to pick up fouling and persuade residents to 
report lazy dog owners failing to pick up. The campaign will aim to highlight dog fouling as 
socially unacceptable and something that no one should have to tolerate. 

Background 

The current Good Dog Campaign has been successful, but feedback from community 
groups and citizens of North Lanarkshire indicated that they felt it was too friendly. 
Additionally some individuals were not correlating the no dog fouling message with this 
campaign. The Good Dog Campaign will continue to run and this branding will be used at 
events to promote responsible dog ownership like the dog micro chipping days that the 
service organises and are always well attended. The new campaign will take a firmer 
approach in communicating that dog fouling in North Lanarkshire is unacceptable and that 
anyone who witnesses dog owners failing to pick up should report it. 

The Environmental Protection Section serves fixed penalty notices on dog owners caught 
not picking up immediately after their dog has fouled and regularly patrols areas where dog 
fouling is happening. Fixed penalty notices are effective but it is evident that residents are 
not aware of the many actions the council already takes to reduce this anti-social problem. 
The campaign seeks to improve awareness amongst residents in North Lanarkshire and 
demonstrate that the council is serious in tackling the problem of dog fouling. 

Proposals / Considerations 

Protective Services fully recognises the concerns which residents throughout North 
Lanarkshire have with dog fouling and significant time and resource is dedicated to 
preventing dog fouling. This is primarily undertaken by the 3 Animal Welfare Officers within 
Protective Services and supplemented with 10 Environmental Protection Officers. 

The campaign will be based on visual images that are striking and draw attention to the 
problem of dog fouling and these will form adverts in a number of different locations. The 
service will publicise these adverts and pay for advertising in buses and on bin lorries as 
well as using all council wide facilities to display posters. The campaign will also be shown 
on the council screens in libraries, first stop shops and main reception areas in council 
buildings. 
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3.3 A number of materials will be produced to support the campaign and a pack will be given to 
every elected member with a supply of self addressed postcards which can be completed 
and posted back to the council to report problem areas. Large banners have been 
developed and these will be sighted at areas in parks or near to schools where particular 
dog fouling problems exist so the matter is highlighted and can be tackled. It is also the 
intention of the service to stencil pavements or hard standing where dog fouling is present. 
The service is happy to work with schools and community groups to reduce dog fouling in 
areas where problems exist and during the campaign will target particular areas and look to 
engage with local residents to resolve the problem. 

3.4 The problem of dog fouling cannot be resolved solely by the council in areas where dog 
fouling is happening. It is the local community that is ultimately causing the problem and 
therefore the council must work with its partners and those in the community to solve the 
issue. The campaign wants to get residents to report specific details on areas affected, 
times dogs are fouling and those responsible. 

3.5 The campaign will be subject to periodic evaluation to ensure that residents are aware of it 
and that it is having the desired effect. An assessment of the initial campaign will also be 
carried out to establish what has been most effective, then this will be adapted for use in 
future. The Environmental Protection Section carries out plain clothes patrols in relation to 
dog fouling with colleagues from the community police. Enforcement of the dog fouling laws 
will have a significant role to play to ensure offenders are caught and issued with a fixed 
penalty notice or prosecuted. 

4. Corporate Considerations 

4.1 The campaign will lead to increased reporting of dog fouling and as such this may have an 
effect on Land Services for the street cleansing of areas heavily fouled. The campaign is a 
council wide initiative and it is hoped that all services will support it. 

5. Recommendations 

5.1 Committee is asked to note the contents of the report. 

5.2 That all members are encouraged to support the campaign and encourage residents to report 
instances of dog fouling, including providing specific details as to either the persons 
responsible, or the specific times the fouling occurs, as this will lead to more effective 
enforcement. 

C MORGAN 
HEAD OF PROTECTIVE SERVICES 
Local Government Access to Information Act: for further information about this report, please contact 
Andrew McPherson, Environmental Health Manager on 01 236 638575 
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